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SAMUEL GOMPERS
By EMMA GOLDMAN

T

he numerous tributes paid to,
the latd President of the Ameri
can Federation of Labor, em
phasized his great leadership. "Gompers was^a leader of men," they said.
One would have expected • that the
disaster brought upon the world by
leadership would -have proven that to
be a leader of men is far from a virtue.
Rather is it a vice for which those who
are being led are usually made to pay
very heavily.
The last fifteen years are replete
with examples of what the leaders of
men have done to the peoples of the
world. The Lenins, Clemenceaus, the
Lloyd Georges and Wilsons, have all
posed as great leaders. Yet they have
brought misery, destruction and death.
They have led the masses away from
the promised goal.
Pious Communists will no doubt con
sider it heresy to speak of Lenin in the
same breath with the other statesmen,
diplomats and generals who have led
the people to slaughter and half of the
world to ruin. To be sure, Lenin was
the greatest of them all. He at least
had a new vision, he had daring, he
faced fire and death, which is more than
can be said for the others. Yet it re
mains a tragic fact that even Lenin
brought havoc -to Russia. It was his
leadership which emasculated the Russiap revolution and stifled the aspira
tions of the Russian people.
Gompers was far from being a Lenin,
but in his small way. his leadership has
done great ham to the American
workers. One has but to examine into
the nature of the American Federation
of Labor, over which Mr. Gompers
lorded .for so many years, to see the

evil results of. leadership. It cannot be
denied that the late President raised
the organization to some power and
material improvement, but at the same
time, he prevented the growth and de
velopment of the membership towards
a higher aim or purpose. In all these
years of its existence-the A. F. of L.
has not gone beyond its craft interests.
Neither has it grasped the social abyss
which separates labor from its mastel-s,
an abyss which can liever be bridged
by the struggle for mere immediate ma
terial gains.. That does not mean, how
ever, that I am opposed to the fight
labor is waging for a higher standard
of living and sanejr conditions of work.
But I do mean to stress that without
an ultimate goal of complete industrial
and social emancipation, labor will
achieve only as much as,is in keeping
with the interests of the privileged
class, hence remain dependent always
upon that class.
Samuel Gompers was no fool, he knew
the causes underlying the social
struggle, yet' he set his face sternly
against them. He was content to cre
ate an- aristocracy of laborj a trade
union trust, as it were, indifferent to
the needs of the rest of the workers out
side of the organization. Above all,
Gompers would have none of a liberat
ing social ideal. The result is that after
forty years of Gompers' leadership the
A. F. of L. has really remained station
ary, without feeling for, or under
standing of, the changing factor's sur
rounding it.
The workers who have developed a
proletarian consciousness and fighting
spirit are not in the A. F. of L. They
are in the organization of the Indus
trial Workers of the World. The bit

terest opponent of this heroic band of
American proletarians was Samuel
Gompers. Biit then, Mr. Gompers was
inherently reactionary. This tendency
asserted itself on more than one occa
sion in-his career. Most flagrantly did
his reactionary -leanings come to the
fore in the MacNamara case, the War
and the Russian Revolution.
The story of the MacNamara case is
very little known in Europe. Yet their
story has played a significant part in
the industrial warfare of the United
States, the warfare between the Steel
Trust, the Merchants'- Manufacturers'
Association, and the infamous Labor
baiter, the Los Angeles Times, arrayed
against the Iron Structural Union.
The savage methods of, the unholy
trinity expressed themselves in a sys
tem of espionage, the employment of
thugs for the purpose- of slugging
strikers with violence of every form, be
sides the use of the entire machinery
of the American Government, which is
always at the beck and call of American
capitalism. This formidable conspir
acy against labor, the Iron Structural
Union, in defence of its existence fought
desperately for a period of years.
J. J. and Jim MacNamara, being
among the most ardent and unflinching
members .of the Union, consecrated
their lives and took the most active
part in -the war against the forces of
American industrialism and high finance
until they were trapped by the despic
able spies employed in the organization
of William J. Burns, the infamous man
hunter. With the MacNamaras were
two other victims, Matthew A. Schmidt,
one of the finest types of American pro
letarians, and David Caplan.
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Samuel Gompcrs, as the President
of the A. F. of L., could not have been
unaware of the things these poor men
were charged with. He stood by them
as long as they were considered inno
cent. But "when the two brothers, led
by their, desire to shield "the higher
ups" admitted their acts, it was Gompers who turned from them and left them
to their doom. The whitewash of the
organization was more to him than his
comrades, who had carried out the work
in constant danger to their own lives,
while Mr. Samuel.Gompers enjoyed the
safety and the glory as President of
the A. F. of L. The four men were
sacrificed. Jim MacNamara and Mat
thew A. Schmidt sent to life imprison
ment, while J. J. MacNamara and
David Caplan received fifteen and ten
years respectively. The latter two have
since been released, while the former
are continuing a living death in St.
Quentin Prison, California. And Sam
uel Gompers was buried with the high
est honors by the class which hounded
his comrades to their doom.
In the War, the late President of the
A. F. of L., turned the entire organiza
tion over to those he had ostensibly
fought all his life. Some of his friends
insist that Gompers became obsessed by
the War mania because the German
Social Democrats had betrayed the
spirit of Internationalism. As if two
wrongs ever made a right! The fact is,
that Gompers was never able to swim
against the tide. Hence he made com
mon cause with the war lords and de
livered the membership of the A. F. of
L., to be slaughtered in the War, which
is now being recognized by many erst
while ardent patriots, to have been a
war not for democracy, but for con
quest and power. The attitude of
Samuel Gompers to the Russian Revo
lution, more than anything else, showed
his dominant reactionary leanings. It
is claimed for him that he had the
"goods" on the Bolsheviki. Therefore
he supported the blockade and inter
vention. That is absurd for two rea
sons: First, when Gompers began his
campaign against Russia, he could not
possibly have had any knowledge of the
evil doings of Bolshevism. Russia was
then cut off from the rest of the world.
And no one knew exactly what was
happening there. Secondly, the block
ade and intervention struck down the
Russian people, at the same time
strengthening the power of the Com
munist State.
-.V

No, it was not his knowledge of the
Bolsheviki which made Gompers go with

the slayers of Russian women and chil
dren. It was his fear for and his hatred
of, the Revolution itself. He was too
steeped in the old ideas to grasp the
gigantic events that had" swept over
Russia, the burning idealism of the
people who had made the Revolution.
He never took the slightest pains to
differentiate between the Revolution
and the machine set up to sidetrack
its course. Most of us who now must
stand out against the present rulers of
Russia do so because we have learned
to see the abyss between the Russian
Revolution, the ideals of the people and
the crushing dictatorship now in power.
Gompers never realized that.
Well, Samuel Gompers is dead. It
is to be hoped that his soul will not be
marching on in the ranks of the A. F.
of L. More and more the conditions in
the United States are drawing the line
rigidly between the classes. More and
more it is becoming imperative for the
workers to prepare themselves for the
fundamental changes that are before
them. They will have to acquire the
knowledge and the will as well as the
ability to reconstruct society along
such economic and social lines that will
prevent the repetition of the tragic de
bacle of the Russian Revolution. The
masses everywhere will have to realize
that leadership, whether by one man or
a political group, must inevitably lead
to disaster.
Not leadership, but the combined
efforts of the workers and the cultural
elements in society can successfully
pave the way for new forms of life
which shall guarantee freedom and wellbeing for all.

Reply to the 1. R. R.

T

HE International Red Relief, an

organization for the aid of revo
lutionists imprisoned in Europe,
has addressed itself to the Socialist
Labor International through the press
with the proposal to organize the ex
change of Communists imprisoned in
Europe for Socialists and Anarchists
held in Russian prisons. In connection
with this proposal we, the representa
tives of Russian revolutionary organ
izations abroad, consider it necessary
to make the following statement:
The proposal of I. R. R.—the latter
being one of the numerous agencies of
the Bolshevist Government—we con
sider as an attempt on the part of that
Government, alarmed by the growing
protests of American and European
labor against Russian terror, to shuffle

the cards, to confuse the minds of the
laboring masses of the West, and to
change its role of accused ,to that of
proud accuser.
But all the zeal of the agents of the
Soviet Government will not sufflce to
save such an unjust cause. No refer
ence to the "terror against the labor
ing classes" which reigns—as the I.
R. R. asserts—^in "all the capitalistic
countries," can justify the crimes of
the Russian Bolsheviki.
Though determined opponents of
bourgeois class justice, as well as of all
repressions practiced by the capital
istic governments of the West against
revolutionary labor. We nevertheless de
clare that in countries having a Labor
Government, such as Sweden and Den
mark, as well as in England, Austria,
Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Nor
way and France, not only the laboring
classes as a whole, but also the Com
munist Party ehjoys freedom of agita
tion, propaganda and organization.
Even in Germany, to which the Bol
sheviki so persistently refer, the Ger
man Communist Party (which admit
tedly stands as an armed opposition)
exists legally and openly—sporadic
persecution and trouble notwithstand
ing—and carries on propaganda on a
large scale, issuing scores of legal pub
lications, organizing thousands of meet
ings, officially participating in all elec
tions, having their representation in
the Reichstag, and so forth.
True, in Europe as in other parts
of the world there are countries in
which a system of violence and terror
dominates the toiling masses, where
spies and hangmen reign, where the
prison, knout, and deportation are the
order of the day. But at the head of
these "White terror" countries, like
Hungary and Rumania, stands Soviet
Russia. At their head and in the first
place.
No government of any civilized coun
try has so completely and absolutely
destroyed every trace of civil and poli
tical liberties, every right of the people,
as is the case in Russia in regard to
the laboring masses. That has been ac
complished by a government calling it
self a "Labor and Peasant Govern
ment" and which pretends to monopo
lize Socialist and revolutionary ideals.
'The I. R. R. ha,s the temerity to as
sert that in Soviet Russia there are im
prisoned only some "groups of Social
ists and Anarchists," "arrested for
complicity in the preparation of coun
ter-revolutionary conspiracies." But
the Communists know as well as we do
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that the Russian prisons and deporta
tion places are filled not with a handful
but with thousands—frequently with
tens of thousands—of revolutionary
workingmen, peasants and members of
•the intelligentsia,, who are in no way
connected with any schemes of violent
overthrow. They are • subjected to
cruellest persecution} which often drives
them to suicide, self-destruction by
fire, and almost incessant hungerstrikes, for no other crime than the
voicing of their Socialistic or demo
cratic convictions, for spreading their
opinions in the labor unions or at Soviet
elections, for criticizing and exposing
the despotism and corruption of the
Government, for strikes, and very frcquentlv for mere passive sympathy with
Socialist or Anarchist organizations,
or even for being related to some active
members of the same.
In Russia freedom of press, speech,
and assembly, the right of organiza
tion, of participation in Soviet elec
tions,'in trade unions and co-operatives,
as well as the right to strike, are the
absolute monopoly of the Communist
Party. All other political groupings,
not only Socialists and Anarchists, but
even labor organizations and Commun
ists differing with the Communist
Party, are virtually deprived of all
political rights, declared "counter-revo
lutionists," and outlawed.
Throughout the whole' of Russia
there is not a single legally permitted
non-Communist Party, nor any nonCommunist legal political publication.
There exist only illegal publications,
which our comrades are compelled to
issue secretly, as they used to do in the
worst days of Tsarism. And now the
Bolsheviki, the representatives of a
system of unheard-of tyranny, having
filled their prisojns with revolutionary
workingmen and peasants, dare to come
before the world's proletariat in the
role of champions of "the victims of
civil war." That alone is enough to
expose the hypocrisy of their proposal
to exchange prisoners.
No one can accuse us of lack of sym
pathy with our tortured comrades who
are languishing in the special dungeons
of the Tcheka, in the cork-cells of
Leningard, in the Central hard-labor
prisons—thbse relics of the Tsarist
regime—and in the new Bolshevik con
centration camps.
Better than anyone else we know the
conditions under which our comrades
exist in the Solovetsky Islands, in Susdal, in Siberian exile, in the Arctic
regions, and in the scorching heat of

Central Asia. And yet—knowing all
that—we, Russian Socialists and An
archists, categorically reject the offer
of "exchange" by the I. R. R.
We reject such exchange because "we
deem it morally inadmissible for
Socialists and Anarchists to barter in
human bodies and to sanction the
system of hostages—the worst feature
of barbarian warfare. We alsro reject
it because it predicates the deportation
of the to-be-liberated comrades abroad,
making them exiles. Our aim is to ob
tain for them the freedom of political
and economic struggle in Russia itself.
Nor is the exchange practically
feasible. Even if the Socialist parties
of Europe would consider such methods
acceptable, the governing powers of
those countries have no reason at all
for such an "exchange" of their own
citizens for some foreigners—for Rus
sian Socialists and Anarchists whom
they hate even more than their own.

But even if we were to admit the
possibjli!y of such an exchange, it
would lead only to increased terror in
Russia and would afford the Bolshe'viki
an added stimulus for the arrest of
hundreds of new victims with a view
of compelling future "exchanges."
The Communists perfectly under
stand all this, so that their offer of ex
change cannot be considered as any
thing else than a demagogic attempt
to evade the real solution of the .prob-.
lem of "the victims of civil war."
There is only one way of helping the
victims of terrorism: a fight for am
nesty, for opening the prison doors, for
political freedom.
Socialist, Syndicalist, and Anarchist
organizations the world over are untir
ing in their struggle for amnesty and
freedom for all victims of bourgeois
justice, all the insinuations of the I.
R. R. notwithstanding. Only recently,
under pressure from the organizations
mentioned, a far-reaching amnesty has
been obtained for political prisoners in
France. And in Germany it was due
chiefly to the efforts of the Socialists
that the Communists were saved from
massacre after the Hamburg outbreak,
and that not a single death sentence
was passed.' The Socialist, Anarchist,
and Syndicalist organizations of Eur
ope and America will continue, in future
as in the past, to fight for amnesty in
their respective countries.
It is the Communists' turn now. Lot
the Communist parties of Europe,
which have hitherto never dared to
voice a single protest against the per
secution of Socialist and Anarchist

workingmen in Soviet Russia, exert
themselves jp ' behalf of amnesty in
Russia—let them make even a modicum
of that effort which the Europeafi So
cialists and Anarchists have made for
amnesty in Europe.
And let their leaders and mentors,
the Bolsheviki of Russia, who are amply
clothed with power, do what they can
accomplish by a mere scratch of a pen.
Let them open the doors of the
prisons, the Tcheka dungeons, the
deadly exile places and concentration
camps where suffer the political prison
ers.
This, and only this, could increase
tenfold the energy of all Socialists,
Syndicalists, and Anarchists of Europe
in their struggle for the liberation of
the victims of civil war and terrorism.
This, and only this, can be the motto
of all revolutionary organizations in
Russia. And the workers of the entire
world should support these, our de
mands.
The Delegation Abroad of the
Russian Social Democratic
Labor Party.
The Delegation Abroad of the,
Socialist Revolutionist Party.
The Delegation Abroad of the
Left Socialist Revolutionist
Party and of the Union of
Maximalists.
Representative of Moscow So
ciety of Aid to Anarchists
Imprisoned in Russia.
Joint Committee for the De
fense of Revolutionists Im
prisoned in Russia.
Address of Joint Committee
FRITZ KATEE (Joint Committee),
Kopernikusstra'sse 25 Berlin 0 34,
Germany
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ANARCHY—A social theory which regards
the union of order with the absence of all
direct government of man by^ man as the
politicsj ide^l, absolute individual liberty.

AM glad to see that the terror at
disunion and Anarchy is disap
/
pearing. Massachusetts, in its heroic
days, had no government, was an An
archy. Every man stood on his own
feet, wds his own governor, and there
was no breach of peace from Cape Cod
to Mount Hobsac.
—RALPH WALDO EMEESON.

I

Comments

N the story called "Mellonta
Tanta" Edgar Allan I'oe has the
Man of the Future, of the year
284)8, express himself about the Ameri
can Republic, then long since buried
beneath the dust of history. -I quote
here a remarkable passage which may
be characterized as thoroughly timely.
"He (Pundit,' a philosopher of the
year 284)8) has been .occupied all day
in the attempt to convince me that the
ancient Americans governed themselves!
-^did ever anybody hear of such an
absurdity?—that they existed in a sort
of every-man-for-himself confederacy,
after the fashion of the prairie dogs,
that we read of in fable. . . . Every
man 'voted,' as they called it. . . . It
is related, however, that the first cir
cumstance which disturbed, very par
ticularly, the self-complacency of the
philosophers who constructed this 'Re
public,' was the startling discovery that
universal suffrage gave opportunity for
fraudulent schemes, by means of which
any desired numbei; of votes might at
any time be' polled, without the possi
bility of prevention or even detection,
by any party that should be mcrley
villainous enough not to be ashamed of
the fraud. A little reflection upon this
discovery sufficed to render "evident the
consequences, which were, that rascal
ity must predominate—in a word, that
a republican 'government could never
be anything but a rascally one."

When one considers the corruption
rampant in the legislative halls, the
scandals all over the country, the
Jekyll and Hyde adventures of our
politicians, added to the venality of the
courts and the arbitrary power of the
police, he will, surely admit that Poe
proved himself a true prophet.
«
«
«

T

HE Open Road is dark and
stormy. It leads to Freedom,
but it is full of pitfalls and
dangers and many have perished on the
way. But not in vain. Their footprints
point the way.' The Road grows ligiiter.
Here and there golden clusters blaze
up into flames. They burst into fires.
Soon- the way "will be clear, the dark
ness dispelled.
•
•
«
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HE history of Anarchist publi

cations is an index of the phil
osophy they expound. Thew are
ephemeral, reflect temporary conditions
and conclusions, conclusions that are
subject to change as readily as the
conditions that created them. Publica
tions like the individuals who create
and edit them die, but the ideas ex
pressed in them find a lodgment some
where in human hearts and brains. The
ideas expressed in THE ROAD TO FREE
DOM will, like those of its predecessors,
be modified, developed and clarified with
coming generations, for Anarchism is
always in advance of its time. Its ad
vocates must in the nature of things be
a fninority. Place and power can never
be the lot of the true Anarchist, for,
he must forever climb greater heights,
cherish finer thoughts and advocate
higher ideals than his contemporaries.
«
*
«

T

HERE are certain things that

cannot be left to others, to be
attended to by proxy. One of
them is thinking. Man had issued to
divine Providence the mandate to direct
fate^and came to grief as a result.
Political providence has now crowded
the divine into the background, and the
subjects, citizens, voters arc again the
duped.
,
Man will have to recover the power
with which his ignorance has invested
gods, statesmen, priests, and politi
cians, before he can achieve maturity
and independence." That is the ABC of
Anarchism.

T

»
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•

HE hopes of the Anarchists for

a' grand future are based upon
the exercise of the feeling of soli
darity of free individuals. We do not
wish to catechise people.' The business

of making man uniform we leave to
military drillers, prison authorities and
political levelors. Anarchism recog
nizes the diversity of life, the differen
tiation of individuality in its fullest
sense. It finds in voluntary communism
—free enjoyment of commodities—the
safest material basis for the highest
development of diversity, which after
all is the only creative source of life.
Sociftl institutions can have but one
reason for existence, to lift man out of
his bondage; but in the name of various
deities, man has ever been subjugated,
he was ever to lose himself for the sake
of something foreign to his real nature.
In A.narchism, however, the, individual
is to re-find -himself, and to become a
conscious molder of' the conditions of
life.

L

«

•
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EAVE men free and the heeds of

the moment "will enforce cordial
unison. Man is a social being
and in the absence of coercive inter
ference his own interests would lead him
to closer unison with his fellows, to a
kinder regard for their' necessities, tb
a warmer interest in their welfare and
a clearer conception that their distress
relieved would be his own social ad
vancement. This is not the view of a
sect, but founded upon the fundamental
principles of human nature. Remove
restrictions and the incentive to greed
ami selfishness disappears. Proclaim
liberty and the better nature of man
will assume control and in the genial
Warmth of an emancipated race a closer
social feeling would be engendered, in
which disputes relative to the different
merits of deeds and needs would sink
into insignificance and deserved de
rision.

MASS MEETING

at the TOWN HALL
11 3 West 43rd Street, New York City

MONDAY, MARCH 9lh, at 8 P. M.

to protest against the persecution o( men
and women for purely political offences.
Norman Hapgood, 'Chairman; Charney
Vladeck and John Haynes Holmes for Russia:
Arturo Ciovanitti and H. La Guardia for
Italy; Pedro .Esteve for Spain and other
speakers for diiferent countries.

A Public Dinner
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PETER KROPOTKIN
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KROPOTKIN MUSEUM at Moscow

Monday, March 23rd, at 6:45 P. M.
at the CAFE BOULEVARD

;

Broadwayjand 41 st St., New York City

' Speakers'; S. Yanovsky, Henry Alsberg,
Jos.eph Cohen, Harry Kelly and others.
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.
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Evolution and the
Workers

T

HE main cause of the social mis
ery endured by the workingmen
to-day lies not so much in the
value of wages received as in the way
they have to be earned. It is not alone
the work done, but the bullying, the
hustling and the submission which the
wage system entails, that blights the
life of the worker and creates a just
hatred of the master class. And there
cdn be no hope for the worker until he
realizes the degradation of "work" and
the injustice of a system which forces
him, in order to obtain the barest neces
sities of life, to be snubbed and insulted
and driven by a master.

-Power^l as the. master class is de
picted to be, owing to the apparent
acquiescence and ignorance of its vic
tims, it is' inherently in a weak and
dangerous position. For its very life
it now depends upon the divisions and
delusions which sway the working class.
A^d these divisions .and delusions are
fostered and maintained by paid union
officials, writers, and politicians, aided
by-a venal press.
Perhaps the most popular and ener
vating idea accepted by the majority
of workers to-day, is the .doctrine of
economic evolution, a doctrine which
was formulated by the 'sociologists' and
which asserts that the capitalist system
of pr.o'duction for profit cannot be
broken by any conscious effort on the
part of the workers; that we must have
masters and recognize the authority of
masters until the dawn of some 'ism.
The one thing the sociologists like to
talk about is "Evolution," ii c., e.\pan^ion and development.
The evolutionist, like the madman, is
in a prison—the prison of one idea.
These people seem to think it singularly
surprising if the worker suddenly flings
to the wind all social theories and raises
the banner "No Masters.'" The system
must go on, they say. The time, is not
yet-"ripe" for a change. The "ma
chinery of government" and the "ma
chinery of production" must be cap
tured ond so oUs
To tell the workers that they must
wait for the accumulation of capital
and for the "economic development" of
the capitalist regime is like telling a
prisoner in the penitentiary that he
would be glad to hear that the jail now
covers the state of New York. The

jailer would have nothing to show the
prisoner except more and more long
corridors of stones lit by ghastly lights
and empty of all that is human. So
these expanders and evolutionists have
nothing to show us except/ more and
more infinite multitudes of wage slaves
empty of all individuality, courage,
idealism, humanity and spirit, and
hopelessly submissive to the demigods
of Capital.
No one doubts that the ordinary
worker can get oir with the capitalist
system as it is—at a price. The de
mand of the class-conscious worker,
however, is not strength enough to get
along with it, but to destroy it.
The masters argue that because we
cannot have equality in-a silk factory
we cannot have it anywhere. Because
we cannot have good-fellowship in busi
ness we cannot have it at all. They
argue that society cannot do without
"labor," meaning servitude—without
the bossing and the firing and the too
old at forty and all the rest .of their
filth. If society cannot do without
masters and wage slaves, so much the
worse for society. For we are prepared
to sacrifice our machines, our wheels
and tunnels and wires and systems and
slave lives for one hour of happiness.
Do not be led astray by the towering
materialism which dominates the mind
of the wage earners to-day which rests
upon the false assumption that because
a few generations go on doing the same
thing over and over again, we all live
in a system of clockwork evolution. Do
not let fear prevent you from leading
a free life. Live up to your own ideal
and to the standard inscribed on the
banner—No Gods, No Master.
•
•
•
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The Cdmmune

N the history of humanity we find
the assurance and certainty that
the advance toward social justice
and liberty can never be" checked for
long, and that the means dnd aims of
realizing it are gaining in clarity and
strength with every new uprising and
revolt.
In old Rome the slaves, led by Spartacus, rose in rebellion seventy. years
before the Christian era. Badly armed
and provisioned, a chaotic conglomer
ate from the whole realm, they yet
triumphed over the trained legions of
the Roman State, and the safety of
Rome itself was threatened by their de
termined onslaughts. Unfortunately
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friction arose among the various tribes
and nationalities, the difficult situation
still, further aggravated by the spies of
Rome, who industriously sowed discord
in the army of rebellion, finally to hand
it over to the power of Rome, that em
ployed the most barbaric methods to
wipe out the uprising.
The Middle Ages witnessed the-revo
lution flame through the. various coun
tries of Europe, under the guise of re
ligious movements. But whatever their
particular form, the common purpose
of them all was the conquest of bre.ad
and liberty. This was the aim of the
French peasants in the jacquerie move
ment of the 14th century. They re
belled • against the theft of their lands
by the robber knights of the court and
of the nobility, and took up arms
against the chains of. serfdom. They
made common cause with the poorer
classes of the city population, of whom
greedy taxation and usury stole the last
crust from their very mouths. Thous
ands were sacrificed in this struggle,
and it was only by means of the great
French Revolution that the peasant of
France finally freed himself from the
yoke of feudalism.
Bread and Freedom! Again it was
the cry of the 100,000 English peasants
who rose on Blackheath Common, near
London, under the leadership of Wat
Tyler, setting the whole country round
aflame with the fire of the insurrection,
the rebels successfully attacking the
capital of England and holding it in
their possession for three weeks. But
the treachery of the king and his par
liament in holding out empty promises
to the rebels, and the murder of Wat
Tyler by a courtier, broke down the
rebellion.
Tremendous were the peasant up
risings a centur}' later in Germany,
Austria, Holland and Switzerland. The
castles and estates of the nobles, with
out number, were sacked and burned,
the red flag waving at the head of many
a rebel army. This time treachery came
from the religious reformer, Martin
Luther, who at first sided with the
peasants, but later craftily made peace
with the rulers and vehemently advo
cated the most cruel treatment of the
rebels.
The power of the nobility was finally
broken by the French Revolution at the
end of the 18th century, to which the
Revolution of the American Colonies
against England was the prelude. Butthe poor people of the large cities were
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already beginning to realize that it was
not enough to abolish feudalism; that
though the bourgeoisie fought to secure
for itself political liberty, it was at the
same time determined to continue the
social and economic oppression of the
masses by .wage slavery and usury,
even with greater intensity and more
effectually than was the case under
feudalism. Men like Marat, Hebert,
and particularly Babeuf understood to
some extent the situation. Babeuf
headed a conspiracy, whose aim was to
proclaim Communism. But the move
ment was not successful, and Babeuf,
with a number of his comrades, was
guillotined.
The tendencies of social revolution
from then on manifested themselves
with greater clarity and consciousness,
in contrast with the mere political
changes which in spite of all represen
tation and franchise brought no radical
improvement in the lot of the masses
of labor. Social revolutionary tenden
cies came into strong relief in the June
revolution of 1848, but still more
definitely in the Paris Commune, pro
claimed by the people of the French
capital on March 18th, 1871.
The Commune was defeated two and
a half .months later by the united in
ternational reaction, that slaughtered
30,000 men and women, and imprisoned
and banished 10,000 more.
The Commune was an heroic attempt
toward a successful Social Revolution.
But the social ideas of that time were
not sufficiently strong to wipe away the
old political traditions. Thus, for ex
ample, instead of taking effective revo
lutionary measures—providing for the
needs of the people by throwing open
the warehouses where food and other
necessaries were stored; by expropri
ating and getting possession of the na
tional treasui-y; by organizing produc
tion and distribution in co-operative
leagues of the people—instead of all
these absolutely vital measures, an elec
tion was ordered,' which carried into
*
power a number of politicians and weak
compromisers, who would have remained
quite insignificant if the revolution had
been energetically carried to its logical
conclusion. Such social measures would
have inspired the people with confidence
and courage; the rebellious proletariat
would have realized that this time they
were not to sacrifice their lives and shed
their blood in vain; that it was not to
be a more change of political constella
tions, but that it was in all truth a real
Social Revolution.

An unbroken thread of. red runs
through proletarian history, from the
ancient slave revolts and peasant wars
of feudal days, to the uprisings of the
proletariat in 1792, 1830, 1848, 1871,
down to the heroic struggle of the Rus
sian people of our own time.
It is uninterrupted warfare; and we
of this generation shall continue the
fight till the victory of the downtrodden
is complete.
«
*
•
The obscure, the nameless! They
are the true heroes of history. We
know no books they have written. Not
authors, nor orators they. Yet how
life-like they tower before our mental
eye in all the glory of their self-sacri
fice, their noble passion and immortal
ity. We see them, these brave unknown,
in the thick of combat, their eyes
aflame, their fists clenched. We hear
their songs of battle, witness their in
spiring devotion. We behold them dy
ing, serenely joyous, the devoted mar
tyrs of a noble cause.
Countless times duped, deprived of
the fruits of their triumph, again we
see them enter the arena. Restlessly
they storm forward, ever forward!
The men and women of fame are the
meteors momentarily lighting up the
horizon, then fading away into the
night of the past. But the nameless do
not vanish. They are like the phoenix,
eternally resurrected in the ashes of his
fiery death; We know that we do not
hope in vain when we rest in them our
faith for the future.
—^LE TEIMAEDEUE.

The French Anarchist
Congress

N

of Anarchist activities
here or .in foreign countries is
too rare and too important for
us to pass it unnoticed. In France,
where the Anarchist movement has al
ways been a strong factor, a conven
tion of all Anarchist groups of France
and the French colonies has recently
taken place.
The Lihertaire, the French daily
Anarchist newspaper, naturally took
the first place in the general discussion.
As is very often the case with Anar
chist publications, the Lihertaire found
itself badly in need of funds. Our
French comrades, realizing the great
importance of a daily for the move
ment, decided to do everything in their
power to meet the deficit. After a
heated discussion the following motion
was adopted:
EWS

1. Since it is absolutely essential to
utilize everything' possible for the
life and prosperity of the daily, all
publicity which did not go directly
against Anarchist opinions would
be accepted.
2. An urgent call for aid would be
made to all syndicalist organiza
tions.
8. A betterment in the policy of the
paper in the sense of oflfering more
information on social questions
would be pursued.
It is unfortunate that our comrades
found it necessary to have to resort to
accepting publicity in' their paper, even
with the reservation as to the type of
advertisement taken. For since the
main resources of the paper will come
from this source, a pernicious influence
on the independent attitude of the
paper may be the result. Furthermore,
publicity is not a thing in which we
believe, unless it be in the way of free
announcements or free information for
the benefit of the public.
The second day ot the seance was
fraught with heated discussion. The
first thing to be taken up was the ques
tion of the administration council for
the Lihertaire. Comrades were chosen
who had the most time to give and were
at the same time best fitted for the
position.
Then the question of the Lihertaire's
attitude toward syndicates was dis
cussed and the following motion was
adopted:
The Anarchist Congress after an
examination of the syndicalist question
believes that the most urgent task to
be accomplished in the labor movement
is that the said labor movement should
get rid of all politics and all central
ization. It charges the editors of the
Lihertaire with the task of taking a
definite position in behalf of the auton
omy of the syndicates.
The minority Syndicalists formed in
the two C. G. T. (Confederation Gen
erate du Travail) will find
in the
Lihertaire a help and a means for de
fending their position.
The Lihertaire must be the organ of
Revolutionists. It must favor autono
mous action and this will be the posi
tion which the editorial policy will take
on the fourth page of the paper
The most exciting part of the dis
cussion took place in the afternoon
when the question of membership cards
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and litamps was taken up. The Central
Federation needed money to finance its
propaganda work within and outside
its ranks. The state of the treasury
was deplorable. Something had to be
done. The pros argued the advisability
of such a measure b;^ pointing out that
a strong organization was necessary
and that cards were the only means for
such an end as had clearly been proven
before by other strong parties.
The contrary-minded pointed out
that such a measure was anti-anar
chistic and suggested selling pamphlets
and a stronger appeal for donations as
a more rational means to secure the
necessary funds.
Finally, late in the evening, the fol
lowing motion made by the Delegation
of the Federation of the North and
Pas-de-Calais was adopted:
Since they, the delegates of the said
Federation, desire to conciliate and
also to show their good will, they are
ready to accept the point of view of
partisans of a strong, organization and
to accept the membership card, pro
vided the card shall not be obligatory
or imposed.
The funds obtained by means of the
card will form the financial background
for libraries, propaganda in the pro
vinces, etc.
We realize fully the difficulties which
the French comrades had to put up
with as far as the solution of their
financial'problem is concerned, yet their
action in adopting membership cards
and dues can hardly be considered
anarchistic. Although the makers of
the motion were careful enough to pro
vide a clause stating that the said cards
would not be obligatory, in practice
such a clause could not work out. It
is evident that if the membership card
is to have any practical value it will
have to be compulsory. Are we sure
that a comrade who does not possess
a card will be eligible to the next Anar
chist Congress.? Many comrades have
already seen the danger and have pro
tested against this resolution in other
Anarchist publications.
The third day was devoted mainly
to the discussion of ways nad means
to increase propaganda. As an out
come of this discussion the following
measures were adopted:
1. The Initiative Committee was en
larged.
2. Every month a propaganda number
of the Libertaire, printed on red
paper to distinguish it from the
other numbers will be iskied.

3. Militant Anarchist speakers will be
protected by force if necessary,
when speaking on behalf of Anar
chism at the meetings of various
political parties'.
4. Anarchist propaganda will be
spread with greater zeal among the
peasants who are naturally inclined
toward communism.
The Congress was then closed'with
these resolutions:
The Anarchist comrades present at
the Congress agree on the follo'wing:
1. To respect all Anarchist tendencies,
no matter what the disagreements
or the differences of opinion.
2. To rise above all petty, personal
questions and to adjourn in a spirit
of true comradeship.
3. To uphold all decisions made at the
Congress.

Mexican Martyrs in
U. S. Jails

J

M. RANGEL, Ch. Cline, Abra
ham Cisneros, Pedro Perales,
• Jesus Gonzalez and Leonardo
L. Vazquez are rotting since 1914 in
various Texas jails. These Mexican
revolutionists are victims of a trustful
ness which, though the cynical may
sneer at it, is far from being an ignoble
trait. They are suffering for the asser
tion of a fundamental right in the exer
cise of which they expected the authori
ties of Texas to protect them. They
are, being punished remorselessly be
cause they would not stand aside from
the great struggle in which their
brothers in Mexico were then engaged.
Their crime was that they were utterly
sincere, and for that crime the descendents of George Washington and John
Brown have apparently today no
mercy.
What were these men actually doing,
when a band of Texas Rangers and
Deputy Sheriffs pounced on them and
did its best to wipe them out of exist
ence.? They were returning to their
native country; on foot, as poor men
must. They were doing it quite openly;
and, indeed, with that touch of the
dramatic so dear to Latin people, they
were making a parade of it, marching
in military formation and flying their
"Land and Liberty" flag. They felt
themselves Crusaders, and they were

t

not in the least anxious to conceal their
feelings. Ifthey.Jiad been trying to
sneak out of the country, they would
have scattered and crossed the Rio
Grande at any one of the innumerable
points no bordej- patrol can watch.
As it was, they marched "en masse"
and steered straight for one of the most
noted fords. Then suddenly, out of the
thick brush came shots, and one of the
band, Silvestre Lomas, fell dead. A
skirmish followed, and the Mexicans
took a couple of prisoners, one of whom
was the county^ sheriff, Eugene Buck.
These prisoners they afterwards re
leased on receipt of a written assur
ance that they would be allowed to con"tinue their journey without further
molestation. The following day, how
ever, they were'attacked again, and by
a greatly superior force. Two were
killed and five others wounded.
Naturally these Mexicans were
armed, for their country was passing
through a revolution in which they
meant to play their part. On the, other
hand it is certain that they had not the
slightest intention of attacking any one
in the United States, and that their one
anxiety was to avoid all trouble on
their journey to their native land. Yet
they were hunted down like wolves,
three of them were killed, and the others
received sentences ranging from twentyfive years to life. Those sentences six
of them are still serving, while two
others have been released by death.
The Mexicans insist that they .were
murdered.
The Texas authorities justified their
actions in this case by the plea that, in
attempting to cross the border with
arms in their hands, these Mexicans
were violating the neutrality law. As a
crime it is seldom punished severely,
and the law itself is apt to be more
honored in the breach than the observ
ance. In times of social upheaval
hardly any one is really neutral. On
the question of chattel slavery, did not
all Americans take sides.? Who paid
any attention to the neutrality laws
when once President Wilson had de
cided that the United States should
side actively with the Allies.? Toward
Mexico, the United States Government
itself has been a persistent breaker of
its o-B'n laws, for it never has been
neutral. Repeatedly it has given those
it happened to favor the special privi
lege of transporting troops across its
own territory, and of importing arms;
and it is common knowledge that in all
these troubles Wall Street plays a care
fully concealed but principal hand. In-

